
Vocabulary
tornado (tor NAY doh) violent,
whirling windstorm in contact
with the ground

Using Science Words
1. The winds in a __ are violent and whirling.

A. tornado
B. rainstorm
C. cold wave



A tornado is a violent, whirling 4 The rapidlY,rotating column of air
windstorm in contact with both a cloud takes on a funnel shape. At this point in its
base and the ground. Tornadoes can be development, it is called a funnel cloud.
produced by supercells, which are powerful The funnel cloud becomes a tornado when
groups of thunderstorms. Supercells have it touches the ground. Dust and debris from
strong winds, which are the first element in the ground are pulled up into the spinning
the formation of a tornado. tornado. This is what gives tornadoes their

characteristic dark look.

VReadlng Check
VReadlng Check

2. Tornadoes are connected with
a. supercells 4. A funnel cloud
b. weak thunderstorms a. does not rotate
c. mild winds b. is clear of debris

c. touches the ground
2 A tornado begins to form in a supercell

when wind speed and wind direction 5 Most scientists use the Fujita scale to
change with height. Wintrs510w in classify the intensity of tornadoes. The
different directions and at different speeds Fujita scale ranks tornadoes according
throughout the storm. This situation is to their wind speed, path of destruction,
known as wind shear. Wind shear creates and duration.
a rotating cylinder of air near Earth's

VReadlng Checksurface. The cylinder of air is horizontal, or
parallel to the ground.

3 UpdraftS associated with a 5. __ is used to classify tornadoes.
thunderstorm can cause the turning a. Wind speed
cylinder of air to tilt vertically and become b. Wind direction
a column. Driven by updrafts, the column c. Temperature
of air spins faster. The spinning forces air
from the inside of the column. Pressure 6 The Fujita scale ranks tornadoes from
inside the column of air drops. This creates FO to F5, with F5 being the strongest
a pressure difference between the inner tornado. Most tornadoes are FO or Fl.
and outer portions of the column of air. However, even weak tornadoes cail be
The pressure difference creates even more destructive. Tornadoes can lift cars and
powerful winds. trucks and toss them in the air like toys.

7 The National Weather Service issues

VReadlng Check warnings in advance of a tornado. If a
tornado approaches your area, you should

3. When a pressure difference seek shelter immediately. Take refuge in
forms, __. a basement, interior closet, or tornado
a. winds die down shelter. Keep away from windows.
b. winds grow stronger
c. precipitation forms
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B Tornadoes are often connected with
supercells. These types of storms are most
common when there are large temperature
differences between air masses. During the
spring, cold continental air clashes with
wet tropical air in the interior of the United
States. This sets up ideal conditions for
tornadoes to form. The area that stretches
from northern Texas through Oklahoma,
Kansas, and Missouri is known as Tornado

Word Study

Alley because so many tornadoes occur
there.

V"Readlng Check

6. When are weather conditions most
likely right for tornadoes to occur?
a. fall
b. summer
c. spring

Nouns The words in bold tgpe below are nouns. A noun is a word that
indicates a person, place, or thing.

The doctor smiled at Joe. (persons)
Jungles in Peru are hot. (places)
The rocket needs fuel. (things)

Each phrase below contains one noun. Write the noun.

7. when a tornado strikes
8. the swirling column is __
9. creates a sharp difference __

10. the area that stretches
11. upon touching down, the cloud becomes __
12. as dust is pulled up __
13. even weak storms can
14. their characteristic dark look
15. during the spring __
16. cold air clashes with
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Multiple Choice Use the table to answer the q,uestions.

Standardized Test Practice

Fujita T~l-n~do Intensity Scale,

I
Weak I Strong I Violent

Category (FO and F1) (F2 and F31 (F4 and F5)

Example

Wind speed 70-180 km/h 181-332 km/h 333-512 km/h
(tm/h)

Path of 4 km 24 km 80 km
destruction

Duration 1-10 minutes 20 minutes or
1 hour or more

more

Percentage
of all 80% 19% 1%
tornadoes

Tables Tables present information in rows and columns so it
is easy to compare. Read the head for each column to see what
information is located in that column.

17. About __ percent of all tornadoes are classified as violent.
A. 1
B. 19

C. 65
D. 80

18. A typical weak tornado causes destruction over a path that is __ long.
A.4km
B. 10 km
C. 24 km
D. 80 km

19. A strong tornado may last about __ minutes.
A. 1

B. 10
C. 20
D. 60

Tesl Tip


